Complementing Green Hardware with Green Software by Kelly, David
Energy‐Efficient HPC:













Metrics: PUE (Power Usage Effectiveness) & DCiE (Data Centre Infrastructure 
Efficiency)
PUE = Total Facility Power / IT Equipment Power
DCiE IT E i t P / T t l F ilit P * 100% =    qu pmen   ower    o a   ac y  ower   
Level of Efficiency
•3.x Very inefficient 
2 5 I ffi i t• .   ne c en
•2.0 Average
•1.5 Efficient 


























































– PUE down to 1 2 supported
Thermal Simulation At 40°C Ambient      .  
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Energy Efficiency – Storage Infrastructure
 Technology – reduce constantly spinning disks       
– Tiered storage
f d• SSDs can improve per ormance an  save power
• Use “greenest” disks for lower‐performance direct‐access
• (D‐)MAID stops disks spinning when not needed









or fast spinning disks p
NearLine Storage



















R t P M it i & M t– emo e  ower  on or ng    anagemen  (EU IT $ focus)
– Kernel capabilities
i d i d• L nux an  W n ows support:
– Core‐parking and CPU P‐state management
SATA Aggressive Link Power Management (ALPM)–          
– etc...








h d b f h b f d• Power savings are ac ieve   y  inis ing jo s  aster an  
then allowing the CPU(s) to enter idle / power‐saving mode 
(or even better power‐down their server),    ,      .
• For multi‐core, techniques such as multi‐threading increase 















 Leverage new Instruction Set features       
– e.g. SGI partner with Financial Services application for 













 Should the work be distributed evenly amongst             
multiple CPU cores, or will dedicating CPU cores 










 Computational Efficiency – things to look for         
– Let application “idle” for as long as possible






Eli i b i l (“ i l ”)• m nate  usy‐wa t  oops  sp n oops
– If spinning on an “atomic” memory instruction, use “pause” 
instruction – avoids memory order violation performance penalty           
16Source: Intel, “Creating Energy‐Efficient Software”, Steigerwald, Chabukswar, Krishnan, De Vega
Tips for developing energy‐efficient software (5)
 “Use the cache Luke ”    ,  ...
– Prefer array (cache) stride = 1; avoid large power‐of‐
























l d h d l l d• A ign  ata structures so t at every  ata e ement is a igne  
to a natural operand size address boundary













• An individual app can drive an HPC           
system for an extended period of











• Green Provisioning™ is a software 
l ti f Alt i t d thso u on rom a r o re uce e power 
consumption of HPC systems. 
• This solution is built on top of the HPC 
kl d f Al i PBSwor oa  manager rom ta r:  
Professional®
• No special hardware requirements except 
that Network booting of machines should 
be enabled (which is typically the 
configuration for HPC machines anyway) 
Green Provisioning™ feature of PBS auto-shuts 
• The solution uses a popular “Wake-On-
Lan” open-source tool, along with 
additional Altair software. 
down the machines not in use. Only required 
resources are powered on.
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HPC Clusters: “Green Provisioning”
 PBS Pro “Green Provisioning”     
– Shutdown service
h b d d• runs in eac  PBS jo  monitoring an  execution  aemon 
(MOM)
h k th l d f l t d i di ll If• c ec s  e  oa  average o  a c us er no e per o ca y.   
the load average is below a (configurable) threshold value), 




 PBS Pro “Green Provisioning”     
– Wakeup service








the completion of the current scheduler iteration           
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HPC Clusters: “Green Provisioning”











 Moab: a “meta‐manager” – a “manager of managers”







































 Both PBS Pro and Moab can manage and            ,   
interoperate with, an HPC cluster running 
Wi d HPC S 2008 (R2)n ows    erver    .
 The native Windows HPC Server 2008 Job 
Scheduler cannot presently consider a node’s 
“custom resources” (such as power heat etc)        ,  ,   
when scheduling jobs – but such capabilities are 
on the product roadmap      ...
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Energy Efficient HPC Strategies
 Understand the application(s)!!   
– Degree of parallelism possible (Amdahl’s law)
S h i ti i t ( b t th d )– ync ron sa on requ remen s  e.g.  e ween  rea s
• “Embarassingly Parallel” – no synchronisation
• Highly synchronised number and frequency of barriers   –        
– I/O demands – size and frequency of I/O transfers
Ens re adeq ate memor paging kills performance• u   u   y:     
 Select an appropriate HPC system architecture
– Shared Memory (SMP/NUMA)
– Cluster • Interconnect technology (IB, GbE, etc) & topology






 Are application accelerators worthwhile?     
– GPUs
T i ll h th t f• yp ca y consume as muc  power as  e res  o  a server
• Can be worthwhile when:



















 Highly synchronised parallel applications     
– Workload not evenly distributed










 Highly synchronised parallel applications     
– Process synchronisation introduces delays:




 Highly synchronised parallel applications     
– Approach to minimising execution time: Tuning loop:
• Run and profile application     
• Change code
• [Change compiler options]   
• [Change platform e.g. CPUs, memory, I/O, interconnect]
– Small changes can significantly affect the critical path             
– Can adapt the platform to the application




 Highly synchronised parallel applications     
– Primary goal: Minimise synchronisation traffic
• Send fewer messages containing more data         
– Rather than many messages containing small data










 DVS‐aware Job Schedulers   
– Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS)
• New classes of DVS‐aware schedulers being developed that 












H lifi d t ff h i d t i l HPC l t d fi ld• ave qua e  s a  w o are recogn se  exper s  n severa   ‐re a e   e s 
(e.g. climate modelling, computational chemistry, etc)
– Minimising synchronisation &
communication time for HPC
applications
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(BTW: Check out SGI’s costs‐&‐carbon‐calculator)
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www.sgi.com/ecomonitor
Thank you
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